
Herding Chickens

As I think back, remembering that year – that year I drove so far, day after day after day.  
I learned something, as I struggled to survive those turbulent months, about middle school 
students.  If you don’t take the time to know them; if you don’t put personal relationships first?  
Oh, they’ll ignore you.  If you think you can, simply by walking in and throwing 
uncompromising reform directives around, change their lives?  Oh, they’ll make you pay.  It is 
middle school students who, after all, are collectively the very definition of the word skeptical.  

As a whole, how best to describe them?
Insatiably curious; multi-faceted; easily distracted.
Capricious, erratic and impulsive. 
Uniquely and unpredictably enigmatic.  
Every once in a while I would tease a class, telling them that teaching kids their age was 

pretty much the equivalent of having landed a job herding chickens.  You might get a couple on 
track, then one or two more, then another, and perhaps another.  You might start to believe that 
you were, as a group, actually moving in any direction at all, when whoosh, suddenly, out of the 
blue – unexpectedly and excitedly they’d all be back to an uncontrolled bedlam.  Totally and 
completely derailed; pulled wholly off task by a noise in the hall, a hiccup, a sneeze, god-help-us 
a fart, or a tiny little spider way up high on the wall.  

I don’t even want to think about those (thankfully rare) occasions when a bee flew into 
the room.

Above everything?  
You had to make an effort.  
If you took the time; if you learned their names; if you asked about their families.  

	
 If you discovered personal interests; if, every once in a while, you told them a joke.  And 
if, in return?

You listened to their jokes and laughed, even when you almost never understood what 
was so funny.

If you offered them loyalty; if you kept on trying; if you made the effort to prove that no 
matter how crazy things got, you were likely to stick it out.  Well, you could then, when there 
was no support from administration; when you heard nothing but an endless string of criticism 
from a ruthlessly disgruntled management – fall apart.  

You could fall apart, letting them see you at your wit’s end, failing and flailing, just so 
long as you never, and this was the essential bit of magic: You never let them believe that you 
had lost your faith in them.  No matter what happened last week; no matter how horrendous the 
mess from yesterday – every single day?  You had to step up.  You had to step up and, despite the 
flood of condescending theory coming at you, at them, at everyone, from so many naïvely 
inflexible reform hires, make them sit still.  Get them to sit still, stop talking, listen and work.  
Hard.  Not, necessarily, in groups; not everlastingly with partners; not on yet another minimally 
academic, flashily distracting marker-and-glitter-heavy project, but:  

Autonomously.  
Independently. 
Every.  
Single.  
Day.  



Because, despite the imperious theories of an instantaneous reformation being pushed 
onto schools by disconnected fixers, this was and will always be the key: If, while actively 
ignoring the endless stream of supercilious advice coming from inexperienced, student-detached 
“experts,” you stuck it out and made a kid long-term, true-life successful.  Not pretend 
successful, not superficially successful, not sit-in-a-group-and-talk-about-LuLyn’s-new-dress 
partially successful – but truly, autonomously, and individually I-did-it-myself hard work 
successful?

Oh, you could win a convert.  For life.  	

Yanked unceremoniously from my years-long, much-loved position at Central High; 

thrust impersonally into that reform chaotic and minimally regulated middle school – I had taken 
with me only what I knew.  For close to twenty years I had deconstructed instructional theory 
and taught myself in how to most effectively reach culturally-diverse, upper-level, college-bound 
students.  What I could do, better every year?  Was get students to think critically, formulate 
personal arguments, and write individual opinions into the logical thesis-driven formats expected 
at universities.

Having discovered, over the years, that kids of any age generally do what they find, at the 
end of the day, is inescapably expected from them – subversively ignoring the low-level 
interventions pushed at me by reform-blindered administrators, repeatedly I demanded that my 
eighth graders stop talking.

Stop talking, sit up, sit still and pay attention.
And then, working independently?
Write papers. 
So they did.


